
Englefield vs HURLEY 1XI – 27th June 2009 
  

ENGLEFIELD 
J Van der Merwe c Day b A Ridgeway 1 

A Samid  b Akhtar  8 

P Hicks   Run Out (Simoes) 4 

A Mohammad  b Akhtar  5 

B Cason  c Simoes b Hussain 21 

A Busby  b Riaz   18 

M Wiley  b Hussain  6 

M Geesey  b Akhtar  32 

Rikas   c Day b A Ridgeway 24 

N Gessey  Not Out  14 

R Brown  b Akhtar  0 

  Extras    6 

  Total    139ao 

 

N Akhtar 10-3-20-4 S Riaz  4-1-19-1 

A Ridgeway 8-0-35-2 P Ridgeway 6-0-18-0 

F Hussain 11-2-42-2  

 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway  b Cason  9 

D Simoes  c M Geessey b Cason 4 

F Mahmood  lbw N Geesey  28 

Ibraz   Not Out  76 

Y Ali   c M Geesey b Rikas 1 

N Akhtar  Not Out  18 

D Day   

S Riaz   

D Walton 

A Ridgeway 

F Hussain   

  Extras    6 

  Total    142-4 

 

Hurley got back on track with an emphatic 6 wicket victory over Englefield on Saturday in the 

Chilterns League. An idyllic balmy afternoon in the beautiful grounds of Englefield House had all the 

ingredients of all that is best about village cricket, and played in a great sporting manner. The usual 

last minute arrivals for the visitors made the decision of the Englefield skipper Joe Van der Merwe to 

make Hurley field a tricky one for Hurley, though they had a full compliment by the second over 

thanks to the home skipper delaying the start by 5 minutes.  

 

Fifteen year old Alex Ridgeway (2-35) bagged his first League wicket for the 1XI with his third ball as 

Van der Merwe (1) gloved a swinging delivery down the leg side to be swallowed by Denis Day. The 

home side were rapidly in tatters at 67-7 as Naeem Akhtar (4-20) and Farook Hussain (2-42) picked up 

regular wickets. Dave Simoes had one of those sublime days in the field throwing down the stumps to 

run out Hicks and then taking a tricky steepling catch to remove the dangerous Cason (21). A 

somewhat rural partnership of 49 between Mark Geesey (32) and Rikas (24) as they looked to hit their 

way out of trouble was broken by the return of Alex Ridgeway whose in swinging delivery caused 

Rikas to top edge and spiral up for keeper Day to pouch his second catch of the afternoon. Englefield 

were finally dismissed for 139 in the 39th over with the return of Akhtar who took the last two wickets 

hitting the stumps with pace with successive deliveries. 

 

Hurley began their reply in cavalier fashion with Simoes (4) clipping Cason (2-37) off his toes with the 

finesse of a ballerina, and then chased a wide delivery with the style of a pantomime horse. Four 

overs later Phil Ridgeway (9) went to pull a full toss and was bowled and Hurley’s foundations were in 

shifting sands at 13-2. Faisal Mahmood (28) and Ibraz (76not) turned things around with an assured 56 



run 3rd wicket before Nick Gessey (1-32) trapped Mohammad lbw. Yasir Ali (1) made a brief 

appearance before normal service was resumed as Ibraz began to play with increasing violence. 

Hurley ran out 6 wicket winners in the 27th over to claim maximum points.   

 


